Delicious One Hour Bread: From Mixing To Eating In 60 Minutes!
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Delicious home baked bread in one hour! A few years back we decided to purchase a bread-maker to get the time down and make baking bread at home simpler. For something which is supposed to make baking bread simpler, we just couldn't get going with it, we'd follow the instructions and the recipe to the letter each time, but I don't think we ever got two good loaves in a row! We had very inconsistent results and as such, the bread-maker now lives in the loft!

Anyway here is a delicious one hour bread recipe for those with frustrating bread-makers and everyone else who just wants a quick home baked bread recipe. I see lots of these recipes and almost all of them promise 30/60 min bread, but when you read them you find that they have discounted the hour or so to rise up and prove. Not this recipe - this is genuine mix to eat in 60 minutes.
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